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Motivated by a recent paper by Montgomery [Mon], we give the asymptotic
behavior, in the semi-classical sense, of the ground state energy for the Schro dinger
operator with a magnetic field. We consider the case when the locus of the minima
of the intensity of the magnetic field is compact and our study is sharper when this
locus is an hypersurface or a finite union of points.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let us consider a Riemannian oriented manifold (M, g) of dimension
n2. M will be
v a compact manifold with a regular boundary, or
v a compact manifold without boundary, or
v Rn with the flat standard metric.
Let |A be a real C  one-form on M. Associated to this one form, we
have a natural map
u [ ih du+u|A ,
defined on C (M) with value in the space of the C  one-forms on M. Once
a Riemannian metric is given, we can introduce a natural Schro dinger
operator with magnetic potential |A as the selfadjoint operator in L2(M),
Ph(|A)=(ihd+|A)* (ihd+|A), (1.1)
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associated with the quadratic hermitian form
qh(|A)(u)=|
M
|ih du+u|A | 2 dx g, \u # C 0 (M). (1.2)
h # ]0, 1] is a semiclassical parameter which is assumed to be small, dx g
is the Riemannian measure on M and C 0 (M) denotes the vector space
of C  fonctions with compact support in the interior of M, if M has a
boundary (in this last we consider the Dirichlet selfadjoint realization).
In a local chart x=(x1 , ..., xn), we write
|A=A1(x) dx1+ } } } +An(x) dxn ,
g(x)=( gj, l (x))1 j, ln
for the Riemannian metric in the corresponding basis and
g*(x)=( g j, l(x))1 j, ln ,
for the inverse.
If | g(x)|=det( g(x)), then the measure dx g is given by
dx g=| g(x)| 12 dx1 } } } dxn ,
and the Schro dinger operator by
Ph(|A)=| g(x)|&12 :
1 j, ln \ih

xj
+Aj (x)+
__ | g(x)| 12 g j, l(x) } \ih xl+Al (x)+& .
The magnetic field is by definition the exact two-form
_B :=d|A .
In the case when our manifold is without boundary (we shall meet essen-
tially the two cases M=Rn or M C  compact manifold), the Schro dinger
operator is essentially selfadjoint under rather weak assumptions (see for
example [Agm]) which are satisfied in all our statements and we consider
the unique selfadjoint extension which can be obtained as the Friedrichs
extension. The spectrum of Ph(|A) is then gauge-invariant:
_(Ph(|A))=_(Ph(|A+d8)), \8 # C 2(M; R). (1.3)
(If T is a selfadjoint operator, _(T) will denote its spectrum and _d (T) its
discrete spectrum).
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For each x # M the anti-symmetric operator on the tangent space Tx(M)
associated with the magnetic field _B at x will be denoted by B(x)
gx(B(x) u, v)=(_B)x (u, v), \u, v # Tx(M). (1.4)
The magnetic field will be very often identified with B(x).
The intensity of the magnetic field is defined as
b(x)=Tr+(B(x))= :
i*j (x) # _(B(x))
*j (x)>0
*j (x)= 12 Tr([B*(x) } B(x)]
12). (1.5)
We shall also use the trace-norm1 of B(x),
|B(x)|=[Tr(B*(x) } B(x))]12. (1.6)
Let b0 be the minimal intensity of the magnetic field:
b0= inf
x # M
Tr+(B(x)). (1.7)
In order to introduce the notion of magnetic well, we first consider the zero
set of Tr+(B(x))&b0 ,
U=[x # M; Tr+(B(x))=b0]. (1.8)
A magnetic well (attached2 to the given energy hb0) is by definition a
connected component of U.
We shall always assume
U is compact and included in the interior of M. (1.9)
Let E(h) be the ground state energy of Ph(|A) that is
E(h)=inf _(Ph(|A)). (1.10)
When n=2, there is a natural identification between the module of the
magnetic field and its intensity. If b0>0, it was observed by many authors
[Mon], [Mal1] or [Ue] (as the immediate consequence of the positivity
of the square of a suitable Dirac operator) that
E(h)h } b0 . (1.11)
1 Of course this norm is equivalent to the preceding one, and in some sense less natural.
We shall use it sometimes because it has the property that x [ |B(x)| 2 is C  if x [ B(x) has
the property.
2 This has to be understood as the well (in the sense given for example in [HelSj1) attached
to the effective potential h } b(x) and to the energy h } b0 .
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The case b0=0 was considered by [Mon]. If U is a closed curve which
is a zero of order one of the magnetic field, with {B(x){0, \x # U,
R. Montgomery proved that
E(h)rh43.
We prove here that it is always the case when n2 and when U is a
compact submanifold or discrete. We shall show actually, that, when U is
a compact oriented hypersurface, we can associate to Ph(|A) a Schro dinger
operator Ph(|A0) on L
2(R_U), where |A0 is an homogeneous magnetic
potential of degree two, such that
E(h)=E0(h)+O(h53),
and where E0(h) is the ground state energy of Ph(|A0). In the case
considered by Montgomery, this operator appears to be essentially an
operator on L2(S 1_Rt)
Ph(|A0)=h
2D2t +(t
2&(hD%&:0))2,
(t=0 determining the well U).
The analysis of the bottom of the spectrum is then reduced to the study
of the family of operators
Ph, k=h2D2t +(t
2&(hk&:0))2,
which is unitary equivalent by scaling to
P h, k=h43[D2s +(s
2&(h13k&:0 } h&13))2]
and one understands at least heuristically why R. Montgomery found that
the bottom is asymptotically given as
h43 } inf
:
_(D2s +(s
2&:)2).
It is amusing to observe3 that this family of operators appears in many
contexts in PDE (see for example [Hel0]).
The same thing happens when U=[ y] is a single point. In this case
Ph(|A0) is an operator on L
2(Rn) which is by scaling unitary equivalent to
h43P1(|A0).
3 Numerical computations kindly realized by C. Bolley seem to indicate that there is a
unique :min giving the minimum. It is clear that :min>0 but we have no proof of the unique-
ness of the minimum.
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We shall also extend the preceding results when U is a zero of order two
of the magnetic field, M=Rn with the standard flat metric and we get in
this case E(h)rh32.
Coming back to the case when b0>0 we shall prove that E(h)thb0 and
our result is complementary to (1.11).
The Case M=Rn. In the case when M=Rn, Ph(|A) is the standard
Schro dinger operator and we shall also denote it by Ph(A),
Ph(|A)= :
n
j=1
(hDj&Aj)2, (1.12)
in L2(Rn), (Dj= &i(xj)).
For simplicity, we assume that the real magnetic potential |A=A dx
with
A(x)=(A1(x), ..., An(x))
is C . It is then standard that Ph(|A) also denoted by Ph(A) in this case
is essentially selfadjoint starting from C 0 (R
m). We can actually work with
weaker assumptions but we do not try to analyze this aspect of the ques-
tion here.
The magnetic field _B is identified (in this flat case) with its matrix B(x)
by
B(x)=(Bjk(x))1 j, kn , Bjk=
Ak
xj
&
Aj
xk
. (1.13)
In order to control our partitions of unity at , we shall assume the
existence of a constant C0 such that
|({Bjk)(x)|C0( |B(x)|+1). (1.14)
Under this condition and if there exists ’0>0 and C1 such that
Tr+(B(x))’0+b0 , \x, |x|C1 , (1.15)
then we can prove easily as in [HelMoh] or in [Moh] (cf. Theorem 1.1)
(see Section 3 below for a more precise statement), that, for any ’1<’0 ,
there exists h1<0 such that
_(Ph(|A)) & [0, h(b0+’1)[/_d (Ph(|A)), \h # ]0, h1]. (1.16)
Let us denote by (*j (h)) j1 the increasing sequence of the eigenvalues of
Ph(|A) contained in [0, h(b0+’1)[, with E(h)=*1(h).
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When b0=0 and U is discrete, we shall prove (under natural additional
conditions) that every eigenvalue (corresponding to a simple eigenvalue of
an h-independent reference problem) *j (h) of Ph(|A) has a complete
asymptotic expansion in powers of h
*j (h)th(2k+2)(k+2) :
l0
hl(k+2)aj, l , (1.17)
with
v k=1, if U is a zero of order 1 of B(x), and
v k=2, if U is a zero of order 2.
Connected Results. These results are related to ones obtained by
HelfferRobert [HelRo] and HelfferSjo strand [HelSj1] for a Schro dinger
operator with an electrical potential. The two last authors have also
obtained in [HelSj3] and [HelSj4] an asymptotic expansion of the eigen-
values of Schro dinger operator, without magnetic field, when the well is a
submanifold. The case with magnetic field is considered in [HelSj2]. In this
last paper, however, the wells are basically created by an electric potential
and the magnetic field appears as a perturbation.
As it will be clear in the proof, this study is also strongly related to the
general problem of the magnetic bottles which have been introduced math-
ematically in the basic paper of AvronHerbstSimon [AvHeSi] (see also
[ComSchSe], [CDV]) and later analyzed in our paper [HelMoh]. This is
also related to the control of the decay of the eigenfunctions as studied by
S. Agmon [Agm] and further investigated in [HelSj1], [HelSj2], [Bru],
[HelNo2] and in the recent work of L. Erdo s [Erd]. Let us remark also
that the type of expansions we shall meet is quite reminiscent of the expan-
sions obtained by A. Martinez and M. Rouleux [MaRo] in the case of
degenerate wells (for the electric potential V). We refer to the surveys
[CFKS], [Hel3] and [MohRa] for the presentation of other results con-
cerning the Schro dinger operator with magnetic fields.
2. The Main Results
One important aspect in the determination of the ground state is the
control of the decay of the corresponding eigenfunction.
The Asymptotic Decay of Eigenfunctions
Here we generalize some results of [Bru] and [HelNo2].
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Theorem 2.1. Let us assume that (1.9) is satisfied (and in the case of
M=Rn that the conditions (1.14) and (1.15) are satisfied). Let ,(x) be
the distance from x to U associated with the ‘‘Agmon ’’ metric
[Tr+(B(x))&b0] } g. Let *(h) be a family of eigenvalues (h # ]0, h0]) of
Ph(|A) such that
*(h)
h
&b0  0, as h  O, (2.1)
and let uh be an L2-normalized associated eigenfunction. Then, for any =>0,
one can find C(=)>0 and h0 , such that, for any h # ]0, h0],
&exp((1&=) ,h12) uh &L2+&exp(1&=) ,h12 |ih duh+uh|A | &L2
C(=) exp = } h&12. (2.2)
The Asymptotic of the Ground State
Rough Localization
Theorem 2.2. For every + # Im Tr+ B, there exists C such that
]&h43C+h+, h++h43C[ & _(Ph(|A)){<, \h # ]0, 1]. (2.3)
Moreover, there exists C such that the first eigenvalue satisfies
&h54CE(h)&hb0h43C (2.4)
Remark 2.3. This last result can be improved if the rank of B is con-
stant. This can be seen as a form of the MelinHo rmander inequality.
Using the techniques developed in [HelRo] one can indeed get
&h2CE(h)&hb0 (2.5)
The Case of a Zero Minimum
Theorem 2.4. Let us keep the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Let us
assume that b0=0 and that U is a compact submanifold of M or discrete. If
there exist k # N, C1 and C2>0 such that
C&11 d(x; U)
k|B(x)|C1 d(x; U)k, if d(x; U)<C2 , (2.6)
then one can find h0 and C>0 such that the ground state energy satisfies
h(2k+2)(k+2) } C&1E(h)h(2k+2)(k+2) } C, \h # ]0, h0]. (2.7)
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The Case of Discrete Wells
Theorem 2.5. We keep the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 and assume that
U=[Z1 , ..., ZN], Zj # M. (2.8)
For any j=1, ..., N, and any local system of coordinates (x1 , ..., xn) in a
neighborhood Vj of Zj and such that
(_B)x= :
1l<mn
bl, m(x) dxl 7 dxm , (2.9)
let _j be the closed two-form on TZj (M) defined
4 by
(_j)X= :
1l<mn
:
|:|=k
X:
:!
} \
:bl, m
x: + (Zj) dXl 7dXm , (2.10)
for all X=(X1 , ..., Xn) # TZj (M).
Then one can find a one-form |j on TZj (M), such that
d|j=_j . (2.11)
Let Happ, h be the self adjoint operator on L2(TZj (M)) } } } L
2(TZN (M))
defined by
Happ, h=Ph(|1) } } } Ph(|N), (2.12)
with
Ph(|j)=(ihd+|j)* (ihd+|j).
Let (*m(h))m1 be the increasing sequence of the eigenvalues of Ph(|A)
and (+m)m1 the increasing sequence of eigenvalues associated with Happ, h
for h=1. Then, for any fixed integer m, *m(h) has an asymptotic expansion,
when h  0, of the form
*m(h)=h(2k+2)(k+2)[+m+O(h1(k+2))]. (2.13)
Proposition 2.6. In the formula (2.13), if + is a non degenerate eigen-
value of P(|j), for some j, then there exists an eigenvalue *(h) of Ph(|A)
which has a complete asymptotic expansion of the form
*(h)th(2k+2)(k+2) :
+
l=0
hl(k+2)al , with a0=+.
4 For every j, T(T
j
(M ) is provided by the flat metric g
j
and with the corresponding
associated measure.
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The case when the eigenvalue is degenerate can be also probably
analyzed (see [MohPa]).
The Case of an Hypersurface Well
Theorem 2.7. We take the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 and assume that
U is a smooth oriented compact hypersurface in M. Let
|0, 0=i*U|A (2.14)
be the closed one-form on U induced by |A where iU is the injection of U
in M.
Let |0, 1 be the smooth one-form on U defined, for any vector field V on
U by
(V, |0, 1)( y)=
1
k !
N k(_B(N , V ))( y), \y # U, (2.15)
where V is a C  extension to M of V and N is a C  extension of the out-
going normal vector to U. For any t # R, let PhU (|0, 0+(1(k+1)) t
k+1|0, 1)
be the self adjoint operator on L2(U) defined by
PhU \|0, 0+ 1(k+1) tk+1|0, 1+=\ihd+|0, 0+
1
(k+1)
tk+1|0, 1+*
_\ihd+|0, 0+ 1(k+1) tk+1|0, 1+ . (2.16)
Let Hh, 0 be the self adjoint operator on L2(R_U) defined by
Hh, 0=&h2
2
t2
+PhU \|0, 0+ 1(k+1) tk+1|0, 1+ . (2.17)
Then Hh, 0 has a compact resolvent.
For every C0>0, one can find h0 , C>0 such that, for all h # ]0, h0],
*(h) # _d (Ph(|A)) & [0, h(2k+2)(k+2)C0]
O _(Hh, 0) & ]&h(2k+3)(k+2)C+*(h), *(h)+h(2k+3)(k+2)C[{<
(2.18)
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and
+(h) # _(Hh, 0 & [0, h (2k+2)(k+2)C0]
O _d (Ph(|A)) & ]&h(2k+3)(k+2)C++(h), +(h)+h(2k+3)(k+2)C[{<.
(2.19)
3. Decay Estimates and Rough Localization of the Spectrum
This section will be devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We
first prove a general asymptotic estimate as in [Moh] expliciting in some
sense the idea that there is an effective electric potential taking account of
the effect of the magnetic potential which appears to be
x [ h Tr+ B(x).
Theorem 3.1. Let us assume that (1.9) is satisfied (and in the case of
M=Rn that the conditions (1.14) and (1.15) are satisfied ). There exists a
constant C0 and h0 such that \h # ]0, h0]
h |
M
[Tr+(B(x))&h14C0] |u(x)| 2 dx
(1+h14C0) qh(|A)(u), \u # D(qh(|A)), (3.1)
where qh(|A) is the quadratic hermitian form associated to Ph(|A), given
by (1.2),
qh(|A)(u)=|
M
|ih du+u|A | 2 dx, \u # D(qh(|A)).
(D(qh(|A)) denotes the domain of qh(|A)).
Proof. Let (/m)m be a standard and smooth partition of unity of M
:
m
/2m(x)=1 (3.2)
and
:
m
|{/m(x)|2C, \x # M. (3.3)
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Then
qh(|A)(u)=:
m
qh(|A)(/mu)&h2 :
m
& |{/m | u&2, \u # D(qh(|A)). (3.4)
We assume that the partition of unity is such that every /m is supported
in a local chart Vm of M. Taking local coordinates (x1 , ..., xn) in Vm , we
can write
|A= :
n
l=1
Al dxl , (3.5)
We choose zm # Vm and we can find a constant C such that
C&1(B(x))(B(zm)) C(B(x)) , \x # Vm , (3.6)
where (B(x)) :=(1+|B(x)| 2)12. (We use (1.14) in (3.6) when M=Rn.)
For any =0 # ]0, 1] fixed, by scaling a standard partition of unity of Rn, we
can find a partition of unity (/hm, j)j , satisfying in Vm ,
:
j
|/hm, j (x)|
2=1,
(3.7)
:
j
|{/hm, j (x)|
2C=&20 h
&34(B(zm)) ,
and
supp(/hm, j)/Qm, j :=[x; |x& ym, j |h
38=0(B(zm)) &12]. (3.8)
On each Qm, j , we choose zm, j such that
Tr+ B(zm, j)Tr+ B(x), \x # Qm, j . (3.9)
Here we recall that the map (defined on the space of the antisymmetric
n_n matrices)
B [ Tr+ B
is locally Ho lder of order 12n (see [HelRo] and references therein). In
particular
x [ Tr+ B(x)
is continuous.
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Then we can find a C  real valued function .m, j , such that with
|Am, jnew=|A+d.m, j
:= :
n
l=1
Anewm, j, l (x) dx
l.
we have
Anewm, j (zm, j)=0
(3.10)
|Anewm, j (x)&A
new, q
m, j (x)|C(B(zm, j)) |x&zm, j |
2,
where Anew, q corresponds to the linear approximation of the potential Anew
Anew, q(x)=B(zm, j) } (x&zm, j).
We refer to [HelMoh] or [Moh] for such a gauge transformation. Here
we have used (1.14) in (3.10) when M=Rn. From (3.8), (3.10) and the
inequality
2 |ab|=2a2+=&2b2, \=>0,
with ==h18=0 , we obtain
qh(|A)(/hm, ju)
(1&h14=20 C) q
h(|Am, jnew, q) \exp \& ih .m, j+ /hm, ju+
&h&14=&20 C & |x&zm, j |
2 (1+|B(x)| ) /hm, ju&
2,
(1&h14=20 C) q
h(|Am, jnew, q) \exp \& ih .m, j+ /hm, ju+
&Ch54 &/hm, ju&
2. (3.11)
For all v # C 10(Qm, j), we write (omitting the reference to (m, j)),
qh(|Anew, q)(v)=| | g(x)| 12 :
1l, pn
gl, p(x)(hDlv&Anew, ql v)
_(hDpv&Anew, qp v) dx1 } } } dxn .
If v # C 10(Qm, j), then
qh(|Anew, q)(v)(1&h38=0 C) } :
1l, pn
| | g(zm, j)| 12 gl, p(zm, j)
_(hDlv&Anew, ql v)(hDpv&A
new, q
p v) dx1 } } } dxn ,
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and
qh(|Anew, q)(v)(1&h38=0C) | Tr+ B(zm, j) |v| 2 g(zm, j)| 12 dx1 } } } dxn
(1&h38=0C1) | Tr+ B(zm, j) |v| 2 | g(x)|12 dx1 } } } dxn
(1&h38=0C1) | Tr+ B(x) |v| 2 | g(x)| 12 dx1 } } } dxn . (3.12)
Here we have used (3.9) in the last inequality.
Choosing =0 small enough, the equality (3.4), joint with
qh(|A)(/mu)=:
j
qh(|A)(/hm, ju)&h
2 } :
j
& |{/hm, j | u&
2, \u # D(qh(|A)),
and (3.6), (3.7), (3.11) and (3.12) prove (3.1).
Remark 3.2. The estimate (3.1) proves (1.16), using the well known
Persson’s characterization (see [Agm]) for an uniformly elliptic operator P
on L2(Rn),
Inf _ess(P)= lim
R  
inf
supp u/[ |x|R]]
[u # D(P), &u&{0
(Pu; u)
&u&2
,
where _ess(P) denotes the essential spectrum of P.
We get more precisely the
Corollary 3.3. Under the assumptions (1.15) and (1.14), there exist C
and h0 such that, for all h # ]0, h0], we have
_(Ph(|A)) & [0, h(b0+’0&Ch14)]/_d (Ph(|A)).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We treat the case when M is compact. The case
when M=Rn requires standard additional arguments given in [HelSj1]
(see also [Hel1]).
If 8 is a real and uniformly Lipschitzian function and if *(h) is the eigen-
value of Ph(|A), and uh an associated eigenfunction, then
qh(|A) \exp \ 8h12+ uh+=*(h) "exp \
8
h12+ uh"
2
+h "exp \ 8h12+ |{8| uh"
2
. (3.13)
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So by (3.1)
h |
M
[(1+h14C0)&1 Tr+(B(x))&h14C0&|{8(x)| 2] } exp \ 8h12+ uh }
2
dx
*(h) "exp \ 8h12+ uh"
2
. (3.14)
We can rewrite this inequality in the form
|
M
[Tr+(B(x))&b0&|{8(x)| 2+o(1)] } exp \ 8h12+ uh }
2
dx0. (3.15)
In this form we are exactly in the situation considered in [HelSj1] if we
replace the potential (V&E) by the potential (Tr+(B(x))&b0) and the
small parameter h by h12. The proof works consequently along the same
lines taking 8(x)={,(x) with {<1.
We recall that ,(x) is Lipschitzian and satisfies
|{,(x)| 2Tr+(B(x))&b0 .
Actually we first get:
"exp \{ ,h12+ uh"L2C(=) exp
(=)
h12
} &uh&2
for all { satisfying 0<{<1 and all =>0. Taking =={, we get the complete
estimate (2.2) coming back to (3.13).
As in the situation considered in [HelSj1], we shall later need
improvements which could be obtain by adding information on the way
the function x [ b attains his minimum.
Rough Localization of the Spectrum
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let y # M and let us introduce
+=Tr+(B( y)).
We choose a local chart in a neighborhood Vy of y
|A= :
n
j=1
Aj dxj . (3.16)
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In this chart Ph(|A) can be written in the following way
Ph(|A)=| g(x)|&12 :
1 j, mn
(hDj&Aj (x))
_[| g(x)| 12 g j, m(x)(hDm&Am(x))], (3.17)
if g is as in (3.5). (Dj=&i(xj)).
The local chart can be chosen such that gy becomes the standard
euclidian metric on Rn and
_B( y)= :
d
j=1
+j dx2j&1 7 dx2j . (3.18)
Then after a gauge transformation (attached to a quadratic phase) we can
assume that the new vector potential Anew satisfies
|Anew(x)&Anew, q(x)|C |x& y| 2, (3.19)
for x in the local chart and with
Anew, q2j&1 (x)=
1
2+j (x2j& y2j), for j=1, ..., d,
Anew, q2j (x)=&
1
2+j (x2j&1& y2j&1), for j=1, ..., d, (3.20)
Anew, q2d+m(x)=0, for m=1, ..., n&2d.
Let us introduce X=(x1& y1 , ..., xn& yn), X$=(X1 , ..., X2d) and
X"=(X2d+1, ..., Xn). Let /y(x) be a smooth function with support in a
neighborhood of y and satisfying near y, /y(x)#1.
Let uh(x) be an (approximately normalized) test function,
uh(x)=ch&&/y(x) exp \&i .(x)h + } exp \&
1
4h
:
d
j=1
+j (X 22j&1+X
2
2j)+
_exp \&|X"|
2
h23 + . (3.21)
Then
"_ :
n
j=1
(hDj&Anew, qj )
2&h+& uh"Ch43 &uh&. (3.22)
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But, because g( y) is the standard flat metric on Rn, (3.17)(3.20) allow us
to write Ph(|A) in the following way,
Ph(|A)= :
n
j=1
(hDj&Anew, qj )
2
+ :
1 j, mn
rj, m(x)(hDj&Anew, qj (x))(hDm&A
new, q
m (x))
+ :
n
j=1
(rj (x)+hcj (x))(hDj&Anew, qj (x))+r0(x), (3.23)
with
:
1 j, mn
|rj, m(x)|C |x& y|,
:
n
j=1
|rj (x)|C |x& y| 2
|r0(x)|C |x& y| 4.
This is not sufficient, a new gauge transform associated with an
homogeneous phase of order 3 permits to obtain the better
:
2d
j=1
|rj (x)|C[|x$& y$| 2+|x$& y$| |x"& y"|+|x& y| 3].
So (3.21)(3.23) show that
&(Ph(|A)&h+) uh&h43 &uh&. (3.24)
This estimate proves (2.3). Finally, the estimate (3.1) implies that
E(h)h(1& 12h
14) b0&Ch54,
so (2.4) is valid if we take into account (2.3).
Remark 3.4. Tunneling effect between magnetic wells. The existence of
the exponential decay for the eigenfunctions associated to eigenvalues lying
at the bottom suggest that in some cases a splitting between the two lowest
eigenvalues could appear in the situation of a magnetic double well. One
would wait in this case for a splitting of order exp&(Sh12) for some S>0.
But the minoration of the splitting could be very difficult to analyze. This
could also have application to questions considered for example in the
recent paper by R. Hempel and I. Herbst [HemHer].
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4. The Case of a Zero Minimum
This section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.4. We begin by
a corollary of Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 4.1. Let 0 be an open neighborhood of U in the interior of
M and Ph0(A) the Dirichlet operator on L
2(0) associated with Ph(|A). Let
I(h)=]hb0&h$(h), hb0+h$(h)[
be an interval such that $(h)  0 as h  0 and
dist(I(h), _(Ph(|A))CNhN,
(4.1)
dist(I(h), _(Ph0(|A))CNh
N,
for some N and some strictly positive constant CN . Then, there exists h0>0,
:>0 and a one to one map
9 h: _(Ph(|A) & I h [ _(Ph0) & I
h, \h # ]0, h0], (4.2)
such that
|9 h(*)&*|exp&
:
h12
, \h # ]0, h0] (4.3)
Proof. The proof is the same as in [HelSj1], once we have proven
Theorem 2.1.
The condition (4.1) seems to be a restriction but we can always modify
I(h) by O(hN) in order to get the condition. This is an immediate conse-
quence of rough estimates for the asymptotic behavior as h  0 of the
counting function in a given interval. This is the object of the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let + # R. Let us assume, if M=Rn, that +<(b0+’1) with
’1<’0 (see condition (1.15)).
Let N(h+; Ph(|A)) denotes the rank of the spectral projection of Ph(|A)
attached to ]&, h+]. Then, there exist C and h0 such that,
N(h+; Ph(|A))Ch&n, \h # ]0, h0] (4.4)
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We treat first the most difficult case when M=Rn
and show how to reduce to the compact case. In this case we make the
assumptions (1.14) and (1.15) and we have consequently the property
(1.16). Let Oj , j=0 and j=1, be a covering of M, with O 0 a compact
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neighborhood of U and O1 inside of |x|>C1 in the case of M=Rn. By a
standard partition of unity, the well known mini-max formula shows that
N(h+; Ph(|A)):
j
N(h++Ch2; PhOj (|A)).
But for h small enough we have, using Theorem 3.1,
N(h+; PhO1(|A))=0.
Consequently
N(h+; Ph(|A))N(h++Ch2; PhO0(|A)).
We are now reduced to the compact case (with boundary). We change
possible + but keep the same conditions on +. Now, because O 0 is compact,
the mini-max principle shows that
N(h+; PhO0(A))2N(h++C; P
h
O0
(0)).
The lemma follows from the above estimates and the well known
N(E; PhO0(0))C(Eh
&2)n2.
We emphasize that all these estimates are very rough but sufficient for
our purpose.
Remark 4.3. This proposition permits to understand how to eliminate
the role of  for the spectral study modulo an exponentially small error.
This permits to reduce to the compact case for all the proofs having only
weak assumption at . But as we shall see later, globally defined operators
with polynomial coefficients can play an important role in the approxima-
tion of the operator near a given point.
Improvements of Theorem 3.1
In order to improve the estimates given in Theorem 3.1 we shall transfer
some fine results obtained for operators with polynomial coefficients in Rn
to our Schro dinger operator with magnetic field.
We first recall the following particular case of a result of Helffer
Nourrigat [HelNo2] (see another proof in [MohNo], Theorem 2.1 page
91 or [Gui]).
Theorem 4.4. Let be given n+m real polynomial A0j (x), ( j=1, ..., n)
and Vl (x), (l=1, ..., m) on Rn of degree N. Let
|B0(x)|=_ :
1 j, kn \

xj
A0k(x)&

xk
A0j (x)+
2
&
12
. (4.5)
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Then there exists a constant C0=C0(n, m, N), depending only on n, m and
N, such that
h |
Rn _ |B0(x)|+ :
m
j=1
|{Vj |& |u(x)| 2 dx
C0 _qh0(|A0)(u)+| :
m
j=1
V 2j (x) |u(x)|
2 dx& , (4.6)
for all u # C 0 (R
n). Here Rn is equipped with the standard flat metric.
This estimate for the model case will be the basic step for the proof of
Theorem 4.5. If M is compact, then, there exists a constant C0>0, and
for any = # ]0, 1[, there exists a constant C=>0 such that
h |
M
|B(x)| |u(x)| 2 dxC0[qh(|A)(u)+h2&=C= &u&2, (4.7)
for all u # D(qh(|A)) and for all h # ]0, h0].
Theorem 3.1 was only giving the estimate with == 34 which will not be
sufficient in, for example, Section 5. On the contrary, let us also observe
that (4.7) is less precise: C0 is not explicited and |B(x)| is only equivalent
to Tr+ B(x).
But let us give now the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get
(3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) in the local chart Vm . For any integer N, we
consider a h-dependent partition of unity of Vm , (/hm, j (x))j , satisfying
:
j
(/hm, j (x))
2=1
(4.8)
:
j
|{/hm, j (x)|
2Ch&2\
and
supp(/hm, j (x))/Qm, j :=[x; |x& ym, j |h
\] with \ :=
1
N+2
. (4.9)
For each fixed ym, j , we consider the polynomials of order N,
A01(x), ..., A
0
n(x), which are the Taylor expansions of order N of the corre-
sponding A1(x), ..., An(x) at ym, j .
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We define |B0(x)| and |A0 as in Theorem 4.4 and
qh0(|A0)(u)=|
Rn
| g( ym, j)| 12 :
1l, mn
gl, m( ym, j)
_(hDl&A0l (x)) u(x)(hDm&A
0
m(x)) u(x) dx1 } } } dxn . (4.10)
For every f # L2(M), with supp( f )/Qm, j ,
(1&h\C) & f &2|
Rn
| g( ym, j)| 12 | f (x)| 2 dx1 } } } dxn(1+h\C) & f &2,
(4.11)
and we get from (4.6), (4.9)(4.11), that for a sufficiently large constant C
h & |B0| 12 /hm, ju&2Cqh0(|A0)(/hm, ju)2Cqh(|A0)(/hm, ju), (4.12)
for all u # C0 .
But, with CN depending only on N, we have
| |B(x)|&|B0(x)| |hN\CN , \x # Qm, j . (4.13)
Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get for any {>0 the existence of
a constant C{, N such that
qh(|A0)(/hm, j u)C{, Nh
2\(N+1) &/hm, ju&
2+(1+{) qh(|A)(/hm, ju), (4.14)
for all u # D(qh(|A)).
Below, we shall take {=12. The estimates (4.11)(4.14) and the value of
\ in (4.9) show that
h & |B| 12 /hm, ju&
2C[qh(|A0)(/hm, ju)+CNh
2((N+1)(N+2)) &/hm, ju&
2],
(4.15)
for all u # D(qh(|A)).
This estimate joint with (3.3), (3.4), (4.8) and (4.9) enables us to write
h & |B| 12 u&2CN[qh(A0)(u)+h2((N+1)(N+2)) &u&2], (4.16)
for all u # D(qh(|A)).
So (4.16) proves (4.7), by choosing N large enough.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.
Step 1: Minoration of the bottom of the spectrum. We recall that we
have to prove the theorem only for compact M. If H is a self adjoint and
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semi-bounded operator on L2(M), with compact resolvent, we denote by
e(H) its ground state,
e(H)=inf _(H)= inf
u # D(H)"[0]
(Hu; u)
&u&2
.
By (4.7) and the mini-max Principle, we have
e(Ph(|A))e(Ph(|A)+h |B(x)| )Ce(Ph(|A)), \h # ]0, 1]. (4.17)
It is well known by Kato’s inequality (see for example [Hel2]) that
e(Ph(0)+h |B(x)| )e(Ph(|A)+h |B(x)| ). (4.18)
Let (/m) (m # M) be a standard partition of unity of M associated with
a covering (Vm)m of M (as introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.1),
satisfying (3.2), (3.3) and such that supp /m/Vm .
If Vm & U=<, then
e(PhVm(0)+h |B(x)| )h infx # Vm
|B(x)|. (4.19)
If Vm & U{<, then we can find local coordinates (x1 , ..., xn) in Vm such
that
U & Vm=[x # Vm ; x1= } } } =xd=0], (4.20)
if the codimension of U is d.
On the other hand we have (this is sometimes called the IMS localiza-
tion formula (cf. [CFKS]))
inf
m
e(PhVm(0)+h |B(x)| )e(P
h(0)+|B(x)| )+Ch2, (4.21)
(Ph0(A) is the Dirichlet operator on 0 associated with P
h(|A)).
The assumptions (2.6), (4.20) and the mini-max Principle show the exist-
ence of a constant Cm such that
e \&h2 :
d
j=1
2
x2j
+h \ :
d
j=1
x2j +
k2
+Cm e(PhVm(0)+h |B(x)| ). (4.22)
A simple scaling then gives
em } h(2k+2)(k+2)=e \&h2 :
d
j=1
2
x2j
+h \ :
d
j=1
x2j +
k2
+ . (4.23)
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Hence (4.17), (4.18)(4.23) show the existence of C and h0 such that
1
C
h(2k+2)(k+2)e(Ph(|A)) :=E(h), (4.24)
for h # ]0, h0].
Step 2: Majoration of the bottom of the spectrum. This will be
obtained through the construction of quasimodes. Now, let V=Vm be as
above and satisfying (4.20).
Lemma 4.6. Let us assume that B(x) vanishes in V to order k on a sub-
manifold U of M. Then, there exists a real function .(x) # C (V) and C
such that
||A&d.(x)|C } (d(x, U))k+1, \x # V. (4.25)
Proof. The case when U is a point is a consequence of [HelMoh]
(using previous contributions of [HelNo1]). It was proved as a conse-
quence of explicit formulas expressing a gauge equivalent potential starting
from the magnetic field (modulo a term who vanishes to an arbitrary but
fixed order).
In the general case (d<n), let x=(x$, x") with x$=(x1 , ..., xd).
Then by (2.6)
} xj Al (x)&

xl
Aj (x) }C |x$|k. (4.26)
Using the result (corresponding to d=n) we can construct (by a gauge
transformation depending only of the variable x$) a gauge equivalent new
magnetic potential A such that, for some constant C
|A j (x$, x")|C |x$|k+1, (4.27)
for j=1, ..., d, with the same properties for the derivatives x"Aj with
respect to the tangential variables to U.
We now look at the n&d last components of A .
The properties (4.26) and (4.27) give
|x$l A j (x$, x")|C |x$|
k,
for j=n&d+1, ..., n, l=1, ..., n&d and this proves that
A j (x$, x")=A j (0, x")+O( |x$| k+1),
for j=n&d+1, ..., n.
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But we know also that
xl A j (0, x")&xj A l (0, x")=0,
for l, j=n&d+1, ..., n.
A gauge transformation with respect to the x" variables permits to get
for the new magnetic potential A the new property
A (0, x")=0
keeping also the preceding properties. The proof is complete.
End of the Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let us finish the proof of Theorem
2.4. If vh(x) is the test function,
vh(x)=h&(d2(k+2))/(x) exp \&i .(x)h + } exp(&h&(2(k+2)) |x$| 2), (4.28)
where /(x) is a cut off function supported in V, (x$=(x1 , ..., xd)) and .
was introduced in (4.25). Then (4.20) and (4.25) show that
qh(|A)(vh)Ch(2k+2)(k+2) &vh&2, \h # ]0, 1],
and by the mini-max Principle we get
E(h)Ch(2k+2)(k+2). (4.29)
The proof of (2.7) is complete.
5. Improvement in the Case of a Zero Minimum with Point Wells
This section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. We first
observe that Theorem 4.5 has the following consequence
Proposition 5.1. Let us assume that M is compact and let us keep the
assumptions of Theorem 2.4. Let ,0(x) be the ‘‘Agmon ’’ distance from x to
U associated with the metric |B(x)| g. Let *(h) be an eigenvalue of Ph(|A)
and uh(x) an associated eigenfunction. Then, for any D0>0, there exists { in
]0, 1], h0>0 and C such that, if
*(h)D0 } h(2k+2)(k+2), (5.1)
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then, for any h # ]0, h0],
h & |B| 12 e{,0 h12uh&2+&e{,0h12 |ih duh+uh|A | &2Ch(2k+2)(k+2) &uh&2
(5.2)
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We now
take account of the assumptions on the zeros of B which permits to control
the corresponding Agmon distance. We shall not start this time from the
inequality (3.15), (because the error in h54 is bad for the control we are
looking for), which was a consequence of (3.13) and (3.1), but we prefer to
start from Theorem 4.5 and its natural consequence
|
M _
1
C0
|B(x)|&|{8(x)| 2&
*(h)
h
&C= h1&=& } exp \ 8h12+ uh }
2
dx0. (5.3)
Using our more precise information concerning *(h), we get
|
M _
1
C0
|B(x)|&|{8(x)| 2&C=h1&=&C0hk(k+2)& } exp \ 8h12+ uh }
2
dx0,
(5.4)
with 8={,0 and { to be determined small enough later.
We now take ==2(k+2). We divide the domain of integration (in the
l.h.s. of (5.4)) in two regions
V&(h)=[x # M | |B(x)|Dhk(k+2)]
and
V+(h)=[x # M | |B(x)|D } hk(k+2)].
D and 1{ are chosen large enough such that, with C1=D0+C= ,
1
C0
|B(x)|&|{8(x)| 2&C1 } hk(k+2)
1
E
hk(k+2), \x # V+(h),
and
1
C0
|B(x)|&|{8(x)| 2&C1 hk(k+2)
1
E
|B(x)|, \x # V+(h),
for E large enough. Here we use
|{,0(x)| 2|B(x)|. (5.5)
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We can then rewrite the inequality (5.4) in the form
h(2k+2)(k+2) |
M } exp \
8
h12+ uh }
2
dx+h |
M
|B(x)| } exp \ 8h12+ uh }
2
dx
Ch sup
x # V& \ |B(x)| exp \
28
h12++ &uh&2, (5.6)
for some large enough constant C.
We then observe, using the assumption that
|B(x)|td(x, U)k, d(x, U)C2 } h1(k+2), \x # V&(h). (5.7)
By (2.6) we get
,0(x)C3[d(x, U)](k+2)2, (5.8)
so finally
,0(x)C4h12, \x # V&(h). (5.9)
We then end the proof using (3.13).
Remark 5.2. The following estimate for the eigenfunction uh attached
to an eigenvalue *(h) satisfying
*(h)
h
C0hk(k+2)
can be useful.
For any real m>0, there exists Cm>0 such that
&[d(x, U)]m uh &Cm } hm(k+2) &uh &, \h # ]0, 1]. (5.10)
The estimate is trivial for m=0 and, for m=k2, this is a direct conse-
quence from (4.7). By interpolation, we get (5.10) for 0mk2.
Let us now treat the case when m>k2. We first recall that
C&1[d(x, U)](k+2)2,0(x). (5.11)
This shows that, for any s>0,
[h&(1(k+2))d(x, U)]s } exp \&{ ,0(x)h12 + (5.12)
is bounded.
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We observe also that nothing has to be proved in the domain where
d(x, U)h1(k+2). But, in the region where h1(k+2)d(x, U), we observe,
using (5.12), that
[d(x, U)]md(x, U)k2 d(x, U)m&k2
C |B(x)| 12 h(m&k2)(k+2) exp({(,0(x)h12)).
The inequality (5.10) follows from (5.2).
Proof of Theorem 2.5, Preliminaries. Proposition 4.1 allows us to con-
sider only the case when there is a unique single well U=[Z]. We can
moreover assume that M is replaced by an arbitrary smaller closed
neighborhood 0 (0 open) containing only one the well with smooth
boundary and inside the domain of a chart where (3.17) is satisfied. We
consider in this case the Dirichlet realization of the Schro dinger operator
and we can take local coordinates x such that the point Z is the origin. We
shall denote by dZ( } ) the Riemannian distance to Z and restricting possibly
0 we can assume that dZ( } )2 is a C -function in 0. We have also
|{dZ |1 (5.13)
The following lemma will permit to have a good control of the perturba-
tion when comparing with an homogeneous model (playing the role in this
context of the harmonic approximation).
Lemma 5.3. If uh(x) is as in Proposition 5.1, then, for any positive
integer j, there exists Cj>0 such that
&dZ( } ) j2 |hi duh+uh|A | &Cj } h(k+1+ j2)(k+2) &uh &, \h # ]0, 1]. (5.14)
For any real vector field X with compact support in 0 and any positive
integer j, there exists a constant CX, j>0 such that
&dZ( } ) j |ih dvh+vh|A | &CX, j } h ( j+2k+2)(k+2) &uh&, \h # ]0, 1]. (5.15)
with
vh(x)=(X(x), ih duh(x)+uh(x) |A) (Tx M, Tx*M) .
Proof of Lemma 5.3. We first observe
&dZ( } ) j2 |ih duh+uh|A | &2
|(Ph(|A) uh, dZ( } ) j uh)|+Cjh & |ih duh+|Auh | & } &dZ( } ) j&1 uh&.
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But
qh(|A)(uh)=& |ih d{uh+uh|A | &2=*(h) &uh&2,
so
&dZ( } ) j2 |ih duh+uh|A | &2
Cj [*(h) &dZ( } ) j2 uh &2+h*(h)12 &uh& &dZ( } ) j&1 uh&].
Now, using (5.1) and (5.10), we find (5.14).
To prove (5.15), we introduce
rh=&dZ( } ) j |ih dvh+vh|A | &2&(Ph(|A) vh, dZ( } )2j vh). (5.16)
Integrating by part, we find that
|Re rh |Cjh2 &dZ( } ) j&1 vh&2,
Taking (5.14) and the definition of vh into account, we get for a suitable
constant Cj
|Re rh |Cjh(2j+4k+4)(k+2) &uh&2. (5.17)
Let LhX (A) denotes the first order differential operator C
(0) % f [
LhX (A) f with
LhX (A) f (x)=(X(x), ih df (x)+ f (x) |A) . (5.18)
With this notation we have
vh=LhX (A) uh .
Then
(Ph(|A) vh, dZ( } )2j vh)=(Ph(|A) LhX (A) u
h, dZ( } )2j LhX (A) u
h)
=(LhX (A) P
h(|A) uh, dZ( } )2j LhX (A) u
h)
+([Ph(|A), LhX (A)] u
h, dZ( } )2j LhX (A) u
h).
Consequently
(Ph(|A) vh, dZ( } )2j vh)=*(h) &dZ( } ) j LhX (A) u
h&2
+([Ph(|A), LhX (A)] u
h, dZ( } )2j LhX (A) u
h). (5.19)
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Let us write now
Re([Ph(|A), LhX (A)] u
h, dZ( } )2j LhX (A) u
h)
= 12 ((T
h
X (A)+T
h
X (A)*) u
h, uh), (5.20)
with
T hX (A)=L
h
X (A)* dZ( } )
2j [Ph(|A), LhX (A)]. (5.21)
The operator T hX (A)+T
h
X (A)* is a second order differential operator
that we have to describe precisely. We first observe that CX, A :=[Ph(|A),
LhX (A)] can be written in the following way (in our local coordinates)
CX, A=ih :
n
p, q=1
ap, q(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+\ih

xq
+Aq(x)+
+h :
n
p=1
(ibp(x)+hcp(x)) \ih xp+Ap(x)++h2w0(x), (5.22)
the functions ap, q(x), bp(x), cp(x) and w0(x) being real valued and C .
Taking (2.6) into account, we can (see for example the proof of Lemma
4.6) choose a gauge such that |A satisfies
||A |CdZ( } )k+1, (5.23)
and we then verify that
:
n
p=1
|bp(x)|+dZ(x) |w0(x)|CdZ(x)k.
We now observe that for a real valued C  function x [ cX, A we have
LhX (A)*=L
h
X (A)+ihcX, A( } ). (5.24)
We write consequently
T hX (A)=L
h
X (A) dZ( } )
2j CX, A+ihcX, A( } ) dZ( } )2j CX, A , (5.25)
and for the adjoint
T hX (A)*=&CX, A dZ( } )
2j LhX (A)&ih[P
h(|A), cX, A] dZ( } )2j LhX (A)
or
T hX (A)*=&[CX, A , dZ( } )
2j] LhX (A)&dZ( } )
2j CX, ALhX (A)
&ih[Ph(|A), cX, A] dZ( } )2j LhX (A). (5.26)
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Summing up we get
T hX (A)+T
h
X (A)*=[L
h
X (A), dZ( } )
2j] CX, A+dZ( } )2j [LhX (A), CX, A]
&[CX, A , dZ( } )2j] LhX (A)
&ihdZ( } )2j [Ph(|A), cX, A] LhX (A)
&ih[[Ph(|A), cX, A], dZ( } )2j] LhX (A)
+ihcX, A( } ) dZ( } )2j CX, A
= :
6
l=1
Bl . (5.27)
This is a sum of six terms and we are looking for each term Bl at a
decomposition of the form
Re(Buh, uh)
=h2 Re :
n
p, q=1 \a~ p, q(x) \ih

xp
+Ap(x)+ uh, \ih xq+Aq(x)+ uh+
+h2 Re \ :
n
p=1
b p(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+ uh, uh+
+h3 Re \ :
n
p=1
c~ p(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+ uh, uh+
+h2 Re(w~ 2 uh, uh)+h4 Re(w~ 4uh, uh) (5.28)
with5 a~ p, q , b p , c~ p , w~ 2 , w~ 4 satisfying
|a~ p, q(x)|Cd(x)2j&1, |b p(x)|Cd(x)2j+k&1,
|c~ p(x)|Cd(x)2j&2, |w~ 2(x)|Cd(x)2j+2k, (5.29)
||~ 4(x)|Cd(x)(2j&3)+.
Once we have proved this decomposition, the proof of (5.15) is a conse-
quence of the estimates (5.10) and (5.14), taking account of (5.17).
Let us look at each term successively.
The first term is
Re([LhX (A), dZ( } )
2j] CX, Auh, uh).
5 Actually we need only the weaker
d(x) :
n
p, q=1
[|a~ p, q(x)|+d(x)3 |w~ 4|+d(x)2 |c~ p(x)|]C d(x)2j&1.
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We observe that
[LhX (A), dZ( } )
2j] CX, A
=h2 :
n
p, q=1
a jp, q(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+\ih

xq
+Aq(x)+
+ih2 :
n
p=1
(ib jp(x)+hc
j
p(x)) \ih xp+Ap(x)+
+ih3w j0(x),
the functions a jp, q(x), b
j
p(x), c
j
p(x) and w
j
0(x) being real valued and
satisfying
|c jp(x)|+|a
j
p(x)|CdZ(x)
2j&1
|b jp(x)|CdZ(x)
2j&1+k.
But Re(ih3w j0 u
h, uh)=0 and we get consequently for this first term a
decomposition as in the l.h.s. of (5.28) with the conditions (5.29).
The second term is
Re(dZ( } )2j [LhX (A), CX, A] u
h, uh).
We have consequently to analyze the structure of the commutator
[LhX (A), CX, A]. It has essentially the same decomposition as for CX, A but
multiplied by ih but with an additional term. More precisely
[LhX (A), CX, A]=h
2 :
n
p, q=1
ep, q(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+\ih

xq
+Aq(x)+
+ih2 :
n
p=1
(ifp(x)+hgp(x)) \ih xp+Ap(x)+
+ih3(v0(x)+ihv1(x))+h2w2(x),
the functions ep, q , fp , gp , v0 , v1 , w2 being real and satisfying
| fp(x)|CdZ(x)k&1
|w2(x)|CdZ(x)2k.
These last estimates permit to verify (5.29) with
a~ p, q=ep, qd 2j; b pp=fp d 2j
w~ q= &v1 d 2j; c~ p=igp d 2j
w~ 2=w2d 2j.
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The third term is
Re([CX, A , dZ( } )2j] LhX (A) u
h, uh).
We have
[CX, A , dZ( } )2j]=h2 :
n
p=1 \a
j
p(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)++
+ih3w4(x)+h2b jp(x)
with
:
n
p=1
|a jp(x)|+dZ(x)
&k |b jp |+|w4 |CdZ(x)
2j&1.
Composing on the right hand side by LhX (A), we find
[CX, A , dZ( } )2j] LhX (A)
=h2 :
n
p=1 \a
j
p, q(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+\ih

xq
+Aq(x)++
+ih3 :
n
p=1 \a^
j
p(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+
+h2 :
n
p=1
b jp(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+ ,
with
:
n
p=1
|a jp, q(x)|+dZ(x)
&k |b jp |+|a^
j
p |CdZ(x)
2j&1.
The fourth term has the same structure with a gain of O(d).
The fifth term has the form
&ih[[Ph(|A), cX, A], dZ( } )2j] LhX (A)
=ih3 :
n
p=1
f jp(x) \ih xp+Ap(x)+ ,
with
| f jp |CdZ(x)
2j&1.
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The last term is, using (5.22),
Re(ihcX, A(x) dZ( } )2j CX, Auh, uh)
=Re \&h2cX, A(x) dZ( } )2j :
n
p, q=1
ap, q(x)
_\ih xp+Ap(x)+\ih

xq
+Aq(x)+ uh, uh+
+Re \icX, A(x) dZ( } )2j h2 :
n
p=1
(ibp(x)+hcp(x))
_\ih xp+Ap(x)+ uh , uh+ .
We observe that the term with w0 has disappeared and that the other
terms satisfy the decomposition appearing in (5.28).
This ends the proof of Lemma 5.3.
The Proof of Theorem 2.5 Continued. We shall now introduce a model
operator (playing in our situation the role of the harmonic oscillator)
whose spectrum will be the reference and we then control the error with the
spectrum of the initial operator.
We recall that |A is assumed to satisfy (5.23) and consider the one-form
on Rn, with polynomial coefficients,
|A0= :
n
l=1
1
: !
:
|:|=k+1
x:
:Al
x:
(0) dxl , (5.30)
associated with the magnetic field B0(x) which is the Taylor polynomial
part of order k of B(x). We have
|B(x)&B0(x)|C |x|k+1
(5.31)
||A&|A0 |C |x|k+2.
Let M 0 be Rn provided with the flat metric gZ and let Ph(|A0) be the
associated Schro dinger operator with magnetic potential |A0
Ph(|A0)= :
n
p, q=1
gp, q(Z) \ih xp+A0p(x)+\ih

xq
+A0q(x)+ . (5.32)
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In 0, PhM (|A) is of the form
PhM (|A)=| g(x)|
&12 :
n
p, q=1 \ih

xp
+Ap(x)+
__ | g(x)| 12 g p, q(x) \ih xq+Aq(x)+& . (5.33)
Hence, if *(h) is an eigenvalue of PhM (|A), u
h(x) is an associated eigen-
function as in Proposition 5.1 and if /(x) is a compactly supported cut-off
function in 0 equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0, then (5.1), (5.2), (5.10),
(5.14), (5.15) and (5.31)(5.33) show that
&(Ph(|A0)&*(h)) /uh&C } h(2k+3)(k+2) &/uh &. (5.34)
So
]&Ch(2k+3)(k+2)+*(h), *(h)+Ch(2k+3)(k+2)[ & _(PhM 0(A
0)){<. (5.35)
If [uh1(x), ..., u
h
m(x)] is an orthonormal basis of the eigenspace, then by
(5.2) and (5.10) we get
} | | g(Z)| 12 /uhj (x) /uhl (x) dx1 } } } dxn&$j, l }Ch1(k+2). (5.36)
Now we remark that (2.6) and (5.31) imply that
C&1 |x| k|B0(x)|C |x| k. (5.37)
The operator Ph(|A0) satisfies also all the assumptions of Theorem 2.5.
Moreover its resolvent is compact, using for example the results of
[HelNo1] (recalled partially in Theorem 4.4), and Ph(|A0) is unitary
equivalent to h(2k+2)(k+2)P1(|A0).
Hence there are at most m eigenvalues (with m independent of h) of
Ph(|A0) in ]&Ch(2k+3)(k+2)+*(h), *(h)+Ch(2k+3)(k+2)[.
Let *0(h)=h(2k+2)(k+2)*0 be an eigenvalue of Ph(|A0) with multiplicity
m0 . If [wh1(x), ..., w
h
m0(x)] is an orthonormal basis of the eigenspace, then
by (5.2) and (5.10) we get
} |M | g(x)| 12 /whj (x) /whl (x) dx1 } } } dxn&$j, l }C } h1(k+2). (5.38)
As for (5.34), we have
&(PhM (|A)&*
0(h)) /whj &Ch
(2k+3)(k+2), for j=1, ..., m0. (5.39)
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Consequently (5.38) and (5.39) show that there are m0 eigenvalues of
PhM (A) in ]&Ch
(2k+3)(k+2)+*0(h), *0(h)+Ch(2k+3)(k+2)[. The proof of
Theorem 2.5 is complete.
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Taking the end of the proof of Theorem 2.5
into account and using Taylor’s formula, for any non negative integer m,
we can write in 0
PhM (|A)=P
h(|A0)
+ :
1|:|m
:
n
p, q=1
a:, p, qx: \ih xp+A0p(x)+\ih

xq
+A0q(x)+
+ :
k+2|:|m+k+1
:
n
p=1
b:, px: \ih xp+A0p(x)+
+h :
|:| m&1
:
n
p=1
c:, px: \ih xp+A0p(x)+
+ :
k+1|:|m+k
r:x:+ :
2k+3|:|m+2k+2
w:x:+Rhm .
The operator Rhm is of the form
Rhm= :
|:|=m+1
:
n
p, q=1
x:a~ :, p, q(x) \ih xp+A0p(x)+\ih

xq
+A0q(x)+
+ :
|:| =m+k+2
:
n
p=1
x: b :, p(x) \ih xp+A0p(x)+
+h :
|:|=m
:
n
p=1
x:c~ :, p(x) \ih xp+A0p(x)+
+h :
|:| =m+2k+1
x:r~ :(x)+ :
|:|=m+2k+3
x:w~ :(x).
The functions a~ :, p, q(x), b :, p(x), c~ :, p(x), w~ :(x) are bounded 0 .
The Formal Construction. In a first step, we forget the remainder terms
and try to find a formal expansion in the spirit of the formal construction
performed for the study of the non degenerate well ([HelSj1] or [Sim]).
By scaling, we get
Uh*PhM 0(A) U
hth(2k+2)(k+2) _P1M0(A0)+ :

j=1
h j(k+2)Tj& , (5.40)
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with
Uh( f )(x)=h&(n2(k+2))f (h&(1(k+2))x),
Tj= :
|:| = j
:
n
p, q=1
a:, p, q y: \i yp+A0p( y)+\i

yq
+A0q( y)+
+ :
|:|= j+k+1
:
n
p=1
b:, p y: \i yp+A0p( y)+
+ :
|:|= j&1
:
n
p=1
c:, p y: \i yp+A0p( y)+
+ :
|:|= j+k
r: y:+ :
|:|= j+2k+2
w: y:.
If +0 is a non degenerate eigenvalue of P1(|A0), let w be an eigenfunction
associated with +0 and satisfying &w&=1. Let us define
T0=P1(|A0), w0=w
and for j=1, ..., m, we define +j and wj by the relations
+j=\Tjw0+ :
j
l=1
[Tj&l&+j&l] wl , w0+
(5.41)
wj= &R$(T0 , +0) \ :
j&1
l=0
[Tj&l&+j&l] wl+ ,
where R$(T0 , +0) is defined by
R$(T0 , +0) u=(T0&+0)&1 u,
if u is orthogonal to w0 and
R$(T0 , +0) w0=0.
The functions wj are in S(Rn). This can be proved using the following
regularity result due to [HelNo1] ((3.3.6), p. 47).
Lemma 5.4. Let a1( y), ..., an( y) be n real valued polynomials on Rn of
order k+1. Let L1 , ..., Ln be the corresponding differential operators
Lj=i(yj)+aj ( y).
Let us also define the matrix
b( y)=(&i[Lj , Ll])1 j, ln=\ yj al ( y)&

yl
aj ( y)+1 j, ln .
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Suppose there exists a constant C0>0 such that
| y|kC0 |b( y). (5.42)
If H is the Schro dinger operator on L2(Rn),
H= :
n
j=1
L2j ,
then, for any integer q,
H(Sq+2)=Sq and D(Hq)=S 2q (5.43)
where S p is the Sobolev space,
S p=[ f # L2(Rn); Ljl } } } Lj1 f # L
2(Rn), if 0lp]
After a linear change of variables, P1(|A0) can be written as the operator
H appearing in Lemma 5.4 satisfying (5.42). Hence (5.43) shows that the
eigenfunction w=w0 is in Sq for any q. The +j and wj are well defined by
(5.41) and
wj # Sq, \q # N. (5.44)
We finally observe that (5.42) and (5.44) imply that for any integers j
and p,
( |x| 2k+1) p wj # S 2. (5.45)
Construction of an Approximate Eigenfunction. We fix now some
arbitrary m. We choose /(x) as a cut off function as in the proof of
Theorem 2.5 and our candidate as approximate eigenfunction is
x [ /Uh \ :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)wj+
associated with the approximate eigenvalue
+(m)(h)=h(2k+2)(k+2) :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)+j .
We now get from our formal construction, the structure of Rhm and (5.45)
the existence of Cm such that
"_Ph(|A)&h(2k+2)(k+2) :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)+j& /Uh \ :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)wj+"
Cmh(2k+3+m)(k+2) (5.46)
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and
} "/Uh \ :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)wj+"&1 }Cm } h1(k+2). (5.47)
The two last estimates (5.46) and (5.47) show that there exists h0>0
such that
&&Cm h(2k+3+m)(k+2)+h(2k+2)(k+2) :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)+j ,
h(2k+2)(k+2) :
m
j=0
h j(k+2)+j+Cmh (2k+3+m)(k+2)_
& _(PhM (A)){<,
for any h # ]0, h0], the Proposition 2.6 follows.
6. Improvement in the Case of a Zero Minimum with
Hypersurface Wells
This last section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.7. We choose
a real regular vector field N (x) satisfying the conditions of the theorem and
forget now the tilde.
If the hypersurface U is defined by
.=0
we can take for example {.(x)|{.|.
By adding to |A , the exact one-form d,(x), where ,(x) the function
satisfying (in a tubular neighborhood of U)
N(x) ,(x)=&(N, |A)(x)
,(x)U=0,
we may assume that
(N, |A)(x)=0. (6.1)
Let g0 be the Riemannian metric on U. If iU : UYM is the immersion of
U in M, we have
i*U g0=g. (6.2)
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Let us introduce on R_U
g~ 0=dt2+g0 . (6.3)
We choose actually an open neighborhood I_U of [0]_U (with I small
enough) and we can choose a diffeomorphism
3: I_U [ 0, (0YM) (6.4)
such that
(3*g&g~ 0)U=0. (6.5)
Proposition 4.1 allows us to take now M=0 .
The relations (2.6), (2.14), (6.1), (6.5) and the fact that N(x) # (TxU)=,
|N(x)|=1, \x # U, imply that
|(3*(|A)&|0, 0) |(t, s) |C |t|
k+1, \(t, s) # I_U. (6.6)
So by (2.15) and (6.6) we get
} \3*(|A)&|0, 0& 1k+1 tk+1|0, 1+ | (t, s) }C |t|
k+2, \(t, s) # I_U. (6.7)
Let *(h) and uh(x) be as in Proposition 5.1, then (5.10), (5.14) and (5.15)
are satisfied, so by (6.5) and (6.7), and proceeding as in the proof of
Theorem 2.5, we have
&(Hh, 0)&*(h))(/uh) b 3&Ch(2k+3)(k+2) &/uh&, (6.8)
where /(x) is a cut off function compactly supported in 0 and equal to 1
in a neighborhood of U and H h, 0 is defined in (2.17).
Now, we apply Theorem 4.4 with n=1, m=2.
For any v # C (U) and any fixed s # U,
t [ } ih dv(s)+v(s) \|0, 0+ 1k+1 tk+1|0, 1+ }
2
g0*
is real and a polynomial with respect to the z=tk+1 variable of order 2. It
is also non negative and can be written in the form
t [ [av(s) tk+1+bv(s)]2+c2v(s)
where av , bv and cv are real continuous functions. More precisely we have
av(s)=
1
k+1
|v(s)| ||0, 1 | g0* .
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For a fixed s we can apply the Lemma (or an immediate bracket
argument if k is even). We first get, for any v(s) # C (U) the existence of
a constant C>0 such that
h |v(s)| 2 |
R
|t|k ||0, 1 | |u(t)| 2 dt
C |
R _h2 } v(s)

t
u(t) }
2
+|u(t)| 2 \} ih dv(s)+v(s) \|0, 0+ 1k+1 tk+1|0, 1+ } g0*+
2
& dt, (6.9)
for all u in S(R), and the Theorem is sufficiently precise to obtain the inde-
pendence of C with respect to v and h.
Integrating over U, we now get the existence of a constant C>0 such
that
h |
M0
|t| k ||0, 1 | |u(t) v(s)| 2 dt ds g0
C |
M0 _h2 } v(s)

t
u(t) }
2
+|u(t)| 2 \} ih d $v(s)+v(s) \|0, 0+ 1k+1 tk+1|0, 1+ }g0*+
2
& dt ds g0,
(6.10)
for any u # S(R) and v # C (U) regular and with compact support,
(M 0=R_U).
Using (2.6) and (6.7), we have
||0, 1 |g*0, s{0, \s # U. (6.11)
If qh(|A0) is the hermitian form associated with H
h(|A0), then, by (6.10)
and (6.11), we get
h |
M0
|t| k | f (t, s)| 2 dt ds g0Cqh(|A0)( f ), \f # D(q
h(|A0)). (6.12)
Hence Hh, 0 has a compact resolvent and satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 5.1.
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If *0(h) is an eigenvalue of H h, 0 satisfying (5.1) and if wh0 is an associated
eigenfunction then (5.10), (5.14) and (5.15) applied to wh0 and (6.5) and
(6.7) show that
&(Ph(|A)&*(h))(/0wh0) b 3&1&Ch(2k+3)(k+2) &/0wh0&, (6.13)
if /0(x) is a cut off function supported in 0 and equal to 1 in a
neighborhood of [0]_U.
The estimates (6.8) and (6.13) prove Theorem 2.7.
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